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VMware Cloud Foundation Multi Cloud Workshop  

Deploying VMware Cloud Foundation (VCF) everywhere – even in 

private cloud, public cloud and edge environments – delivers 

consistent infrastructure and consistent operations based on 

integrated security. This enables the unique integration of public cloud 

services into your own on-premises infrastructure, the private cloud –  

called hybrid cloud. The growing support of VCF by other leading cloud 

platforms on the market, such as Google Cloud or Microsoft Azure, 

makes the vision of interlocking operational processes in a virtualized 

and automated infrastructure a reality - not only operated locally and 

by a selected cloud service provider, but also delivered consistently 

across cloud operator borders. 

What can I expect?  

As the operational responsibility of IT departments extends beyond the  

data center, they need to expand their functions to support all clouds: 

Automate infrastructure and 

workload deployment for agile and 

efficient IT service delivery in any 

environment. 

Continuously optimize with self-

driving operations. Increase 

performance and capacity with full 

stack visibility to quickly 

troubleshoot issues and monitor 

health. 

Use the power and flexibility of a 

common vSphere operating model 

to build security into your 

infrastructure and applications.  

Products included in this offering  

• VMware Cloud Foundation  
• Offerings of Cloud Service Providers 

and Hyperscalers 

High level project timeline 

• 4 x ½ day workshops 

High level services provided 

• Analysis of your requirements 
• Presentation of different Cloud 

Options 
• Presentation of a Multi-Cloud strategy 
• High-Level implementation project 

plan 
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However, although your IT can soon devote itself to other tasks – for example IT can create real added value for the 

company through optimizations and new developments – the strategy and the initial design can be a challenge. 

Comdivision can help! 

Project Agenda 

After an initial kick-off workshop, which ensures that everyone is aligned with the goals, priorities and limits of the 

engagement, we will conduct an assessment workshop. Here we will analyze the environment together with your 

infrastructure team. Our consultant will evaluate the options and discuss with the customer's project team what 

expectations exist and what can be achieved with a multi-cloud strategy.  

Based on the assessment, we will evaluate whether we have collected the necessary information for each design: 

• Physical Infrastructure Design 
• Virtual Infrastructure Design 
• Cloud Operations Design 
• Security- and Compliance-Design 

Based on these top-level elements, we can answer the following questions: 

• Which cloud providers are currently in use? 
• Which synergies arise with which provider? 
• What does a cost / benefit calculation look like; e.g. in terms of licenses and / or operating costs? 

Finally, we will present the results in a strategy paper and present them to your team. 

Get in touch!  

Please do not hesitate to call and inquire about any of those features or ways to customize this offering:  

+49 251 703839 0 or send us an email to info@comdivision.com  

 

 
“The comdivision group – founded in 1996 – provides outcome-oriented IT strategy consulting and implementation 
support in DACH and the USA. The comdivision group was the first partner in EMEA to achieve all 5 VMware Master 
Service Competencies and was recognized as a Professional Services Partner in 2019. Most of the architecture and 
consulting team – including two VMware Certified Design Experts (VCDX) – are also VMware 
Certified Instructors (VCI), so you have the peace of mind to be taken along through each step of the way, preparing 
you for successful Day 2 operations. If you need assistance beyond that, ask for our cd:knowledge product, an expert-
on-demand service that gives you up to 24/7 access to our specialists.” 

 

 

 


